Build a Secure Identity Foundation for Enterprise and Cloud Environments

As you think about how to best take advantage of flexible computing options such as virtualization and cloud computing, one very important challenge remains: How do you build an identity foundation that will allow you to control who has access to what across physical, virtual and cloud environments? Identity and Access Management solutions from Novell can help you solve this challenge with confidence.

Discover Solutions You Can Trust
At the core of an enterprise’s security and compliance concerns is the ability to control who has access to what, and to make sure this access is appropriate at all times. Equally important is the ability to report on who has been given access, how they use those resources and who granted access at any given time. However, as applications extend from physical to virtual to cloud environments, answering these questions accurately and consistently becomes challenging—especially at the very end of that progression: the cloud. More than ever before, enterprises need to provide a strong identity and access management foundation that extends enterprise-compliant policies to the cloud.

Take Advantage of Identity and Access Management Solutions from Novell
Identity and Access Management solutions from Novell provide the foundation for a secure, risk-aware enterprise by delivering market-leading technologies. These technologies simplify identity management and guarantee a holistic view of user identities and access privileges across all IT environments. Our policy-based solutions deliver automated, real-time provisioning and deprovisioning as well as access rights management, thereby reducing cost and complexity and increasing security. By tightly integrating identity and access management technology with security information and event management (SIEM) software, our

Solutions:
- Identity and Access Management

Products:
- Novell Identity Manager
- Novell Access Manager
- Novell SecureLogin

“As part of the selection process, we looked closely at market analyses, allowed manufacturers to present their solutions and spoke to several different manufacturers’ reference customers. In our opinion, Novell Identity Manager provided the most intuitive and powerful solution.”

Stefan Fischer
IT Architect
Swisscard
The Novell Identity Manager family is the only product set that securely manages identity and access across physical, virtual and cloud environments.

Novell addresses your most complex and comprehensive identity and access management challenges through capabilities such as:
- User Provisioning and Management
- Simplified Secure Access

Solve Your Identity-related Business Challenges
Through capabilities such as User Provisioning and Management, and Simplified Secure Access, Novell addresses your most complex and comprehensive identity and access management challenges.

User Provisioning and Management
Today’s businesses are fluid—users change roles rapidly, take on new projects, join a partner company or change work locations. Every time a user’s role changes it requires several changes to his or her electronic identity to ensure correct access and security. Keeping up with this rapid rate of change is challenging, especially given the highly distributed nature of today’s IT ecosystem. Managing the identity lifecycles of hundreds of users across various environments requires an intelligent, automated solution. This solution must provide a holistic view of who has access to what resources in order to meet compliance regulations, mitigate risk and ensure the business is secure.

Identity and Access Management solutions from Novell provide the foundation for a secure, risk-aware enterprise. They allow you to leverage your existing IT assets as well as new computing models like software as a service (SaaS), while reducing cost, mitigating risk, and ensuring security and compliance. With integrated role management and workflow capabilities, Novell’s solutions reduce costs while empowering business users to define and control who has access to what. This greatly reduces the time it takes to get users provisioned and allows for more dispersed and robust oversight into user entitlements. With integrated reporting capabilities and attestation, you can more easily meet compliance requirements by showing who provided access to whom and when.

Become More Intelligent, Cloud Ready and Secure
Identity and Access Management solutions from Novell provide advanced user provisioning and management capabilities that allow customers to become more intelligent, cloud-ready and secure. We do this by:
- Enabling complete control over the management, provisioning and deprovisioning of identities in physical, virtual and cloud environments
- Extending enterprise-compliant processes to your SaaS applications
- Ensuring enterprise security policies are consistent across business domains
- Empowering business users to define and control who has access to what
- Providing trusted users secure authentication and access to resources
- Providing centralized, policy-based management of authentication and access privileges to IT
- Increasing user satisfaction and productivity by simplifying access to network resources
**Simplified, Secure Access**

Whether connecting to a series of internal applications, web portals or various hosted cloud applications, enterprises need to maintain centralized control over user access and provide all users—internal and external—with secure, simplified access to ensure productivity. At the same time, users can have far too many passwords to remember, resulting in higher costs and lower productivity as users call the helpdesk for password resets.

Identity and Access Management solutions from Novell allow users to access a variety of network resources through a single sign-on process. With enterprise single sign-on, organizations can eliminate most password-related calls to the helpdesk and allow IT administrators to focus on value-added projects. In addition, our solutions provide out-of-the-box support for identity federation to grant trusted users secure access to portals, web-based content and enterprise applications.

**Industry-leading Products**
- **The Novell Identity Manager family** is the only product set that securely manages identity and access across physical, virtual and cloud environments. It does this through an intelligent identity foundation that enables you to leverage your existing IT assets and new computing models like SaaS, while reducing cost and ensuring compliance.
  - **Novell Identity Manager 4 Standard Edition** extends best-in-class capabilities to include enhanced scalability and programmability, improved reporting, and tight integration with Microsoft* SharePoint, SAP ERP systems and SaaS applications including Salesforce.com and Google* Apps.
  - **Novell Identity Manager 4 Advanced Edition** redefines enterprise-grade user provisioning by integrating sophisticated roles management, advanced workflow capabilities, and revolutionary reporting capabilities to meet the identity and compliance needs of the most demanding enterprises and managed service providers.
  - **Novell Compliance Management Platform** drives continuous compliance through integrated, best-in-class identity and security management, enabling real-time user activity monitoring and controls enforcement.

- **Novell Access Manager™** simplifies and safeguards online asset-sharing to help customers control access to web-based and traditional business applications.
- **Novell SecureLogin** allows users to access network resources using a single set of credentials.

**Lower TCO Compared to the Competition**

In a recent independent study comparing major identity and access management vendors worldwide, Novell offered 23–25 percent lower TCO than its competitors, Oracle, IBM, CA and Courion. The study found that Novell Identity Manager and Novell Access Manager are easier to configure, integrate and administer. To download the study go to: [www.novell.com/lowestTCO](http://www.novell.com/lowestTCO)

*“Novell had the most compatible and extensible solution compared to the competition.”*

Kanon Cozad
Senior Vice President and Director of Application Development
UMB Bank
Achieve Rapid ROI with Novell Services

Novell and our partners provide world-class support, hands-on training and high-level consulting to help you get the best results from your software and ensure success at every stage of your planning and implementation processes. Our flexible and convenient technical training options—self-study, online, on-demand and instructor-led—ensure that your staff can get the expertise it needs, leading to faster ROI as well as lower downtime and support costs. In addition, our technical support organization offers the best customer experience in the industry to help manage and extend your Identity and Access Management solutions.

Partners

Novell continues to build strong partnerships with systems integrators and global solution providers such as Atos Origin, Deloitte, Wipro, KPMG, Infosys, Unisys and ACS.

Making IT Work As One™

You need a strong identity and access management foundation so you can trust your business is secure and be confident that you are not violating business policies, security best practices or compliance mandates in physical, virtual or cloud environments.

To find out more about how our Identity and Access Management solutions are making IT work as one, contact your Novell solution provider partner today or visit: www.novell.com/solutions/identity-and-access/